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	Perusing the titles of the essays in this book makes it clear that its author is a man

	with many interests and a great curiosity. David Speiser is a lover and connoisseur of

	art. His view of the world is coloured by his familiarity with mathematics, that is,

	with “organized imagination” (his definition, see p. 49). As a historian of physics and

	mathematics, editor of works of Euler and the Bernoullis, he lives part-time in the

	eighteenth century, from which he inherited an old-world politesse.





	To me – besides a warm friend and colleague – David Speiser is first and

	foremost a theoretical physicist who contributed decisively to our understanding of

	elementary particles by discovering their fundamental symmetry and its effect on

	their decay. He knows first-hand how fundamental research is carried out. He was

	also for many years the professor who introduced the students at the University of

	Louvain to the beauty of classical mechanics and the theory of relativity. It led him to

	think deeply about the foundations of these sciences and his thoughts were valued by

	the many colleagues who invited him to share his insights through talks he gave in

	several of the languages he is familiar with. The present volume presents a selection

	of those talks to an English-speaking public. We should be especially grateful to Mrs

	Williams, who made the translations and edited the texts with great competence.
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Java 2 Game Programming (The Premier Press Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2001
With the power of today's personal computer, game developers no longer need to rely on low-level "tricks" to write computer games. Increasingly, object-oriented programming languages, such as Java, are being used to create cutting-edge games. "Java 2 Game Programming" gives you an inside look at how Java can be used to create...
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Microsoft Access Version 2002 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2002
Whether you’re a new user of Microsoft Access or an experienced Access  database developer, you’ll find a number of solid improvements in Access 2002.  With an eye toward enhancements both in form and function, the changes in Access  make working with the interface more intuitive than ever; extend the reach of  your data by giving...
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Verifying Concurrent Processes Using Temporal Logic (Lecture Notes in Computer Science) (v. 129)Springer, 1982

	Concurrent processes can exhibit extremely complicated behavior, and
	neither informal reasoning nor testing is reliable enough to establish their
	correctness. In this thesis, we develop a new technique for the verification
	of parallel programs. The technique is stated in terms of axioms and inference
	rules, and it is used to prove...
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Architecture and Methods for Flexible Content Management in Peer-to-Peer SystemsSpringer, 2010

	At times when the IT manager’s best friend is systems consolidation (which is a euphemism for centralisation), it may come somewhat as a surprise for you that this book investigates decentralisation in the context of content management systems. It may seem quite obvious

	that content will and should be managed by the party who...
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Wide-Bandwidth High Dynamic Range D/A ConvertersSpringer, 2006
Wide-bandwidth high dynamic range Digital to Analog Converters (D/A) are essential elements of modern systems, e.g. multi-carrier communication systems. Current Steering D/A converters offer the potential to achieve high dynamic range for wide frequency bandwidths, however, their performance at higher frequencies is usually limited by strong...
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Strategic Supply Chain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
"We have to get a handle on our supply chain."
These words have become a standard corner-office lament in today's no-room-for-error business arena. But even when companies address their most glaring supply chain challenges, they can still find that cost-effective and strategic supply chain management is hard to...
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